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The participants have agreed to provide information concerning their
domestic policies and trade measures including bilateral and plurilateral
commitments on the basis of Parts G and H of the Questionnaire (Rule 16 of
the Rules of Procedure). The documents containing replies to these parts
of the Questionnaire are circulated under the symbol IMC/INV; they will be
revised as and when changes are notified.

This set of documents constitutes the inventory of all measures
affecting trade in bovine meat, including commitments resulting from
bilateral, plurilateral and multilateral negotiations, which the Council
has instructed the secretariat to draw up and keep up to date, under the
provisions of Article III of the Arrangement (Note to Article III of the
Arrangement and Rule 18 of the Rules of Procedure).

Note: This document has been revised in accordance with the three-year
rule contained in Rule 18 of the Rules of Procedure, and replaces
all previous IMC/INV/14/... documents.
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PART G

Part G.1 Information on domestic policies and trade measures

I. Production

(a) Bovine meat sector

The cattle cycle remains in an active stage of liquidation of stocks
characterized by a high rate of slaughterings, especially of young
replacement females (heifers and calves) as compared with total
slaughterings in the first quarter, thus increasing even further the rate
of stock reduction which has been observed since the spring of 1984. The
proportion of heifers and calves slaughtered which, in March 1983, amounted
to 18.2 per cent, rose to 27.8 per cent in the month just ended.

Moreover, as in any negative phase of the cycle, the average weight of
animals slaughtered is continuing to decline and during April amounted to
195 kg., which was the lowest level reached over the past few years,
including 1985.

Total slaughterings during the current cattle year (July 1985 to
July 1986) are estimated at about 13.7 million head (12.4 million adjusted
slaughterings), and are the reason for the continued substantial reduction
of cattle stocks. On this basis it is estimated that cattle stocks on
30 June this year will be approximately 52.5 million head, reflecting a
reduction at an annual estimated rate of 1.5 million head.

On the basis of foreseeable consumption levels and the continuing
difficulty of selling abroad owing to market conditions as well as to
current economic and financial conditions in Argentina, exports this year
are estimated at approximately 270,000 tons carcass weight (10 per cent),
with domestic consumption for the entire country at 2.43 million tons
(90 per cent), corresponding to 79 kg. per capita for the year.

Information in respect of cattle-farming conditions in Argentina
remains the same as that presented to the Council at its last meeting.

(b) Government policies and measures likely to influence directly
production, other than support or stabilization measures

There are no changes in the information previously submitted.

II. Internal prices and consumption

(a) Policies and measures affecting consumption

The maximum bovine meat prices which were introduced as a temporary
measure on 22 June 1985 were suspended on 17 February 1986 by
Resolution 43/86 of the Department of Internal Trade. As regards sales of
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various cuts at the wholesale and retail levels for domestic consumption,
an increase of 15 per cent in the prices of so-called high-quality
hindquarter cuts was authorized; the maximum prices for all other cheaper
cuts were maintained unchanged. The wholesale price for bullock
half-carcasses is at present A 0.67 per kg., with a retail margin for the
butcher of 21.5 per cent over the wholesale cost.

III. Measures at the frontier

(a) and (d) Customs tariff and import measures at tariff-line level,
such as duties, variable duties, other special charges, quantitative
restrictions, etc.

Customs duties are those specified in Annex A submitted to the meeting
in December 1985. An exception is made for imports from Uruguay which,
under a NADI-LAIA agricultural partial agreement effective as from
15 May 1984 without date of expiry, enjoy a preference of 100 per cent.

Argentina does not apply variable levies, quantitative restrictions or
any other limitations on imports of these products.

(c) Export measures at tariff-line level

The information submitted to the Council's last meeting remains valid.
In other words, the export levy on the f.o.b. value of quarters, bone-in,
stands at 15.5 per cent, of boneless quarters and meat for processing at
10 per cent, and of chilled and frozen cuts, canned and cooked meat at
6 per cent.
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PART H

Information on bilateral or plurilateral agreements in the field of bovine
animals, meat and offals

As regards Argentina's agreements, the only ones in force are the
periodic contracts concluded on a government-to-government basis with
Israel.

The two most recent ones were concluded in December 1985 and
April 1986 in respect of 3,500 tons product weight each for boneless frozen
forequarter cuts of meat from "kosher" slaughterings.

In 1985 exports amounted to 17,600 tons carcass weight, bone-in, and
shipments from January to March this year amounted to 5,100 tons.


